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ENCOUNTERS BETWEEN JUDAISM AND

MODERN PHILOSOPHY
Emil Fackenheim once suggested

that there are two broad areas of
critical inquiry awaiting the contemporary Jewish thinker. One

grows out of philosophical reflection within Judaism itself while the

thought. As a survivor of .the Holocaust experience, his response, ex-

hibited both in his person and by
his writings, reaches profound religious depths imparting an existential touch to his thought. Regarding

other is generated by encounters

his own theological position, I

between Judaism and general phi-

would place Emil Fackenheim

losophy.l It is not surprising there-

among those post-moderns who

fore that the fruit of Emil Fack-

have rejected the easy rationalism

enheim's own philosophical labors

of liberal Judaism and are prepared
quite seriously to grapple with such
religious categories as Divine trans-

as a Jewish thinker should appear

in two recent works entitled. Quest
for Past and Future,' Essays in Jew-

cendance, God's Presence in his-

ish Theology (1968) and En-

tory, Revelation, Covenant and

counters Between Judaism and Messianic hope. Many of these

Modern Philosophy (1973). This
review wil focus primarily on En-

terms are understood by Facken-

heim in ways similar to the views

counters* and give detailed consid-

of Martin Buber and Franz Rosenz-

eration to the first two chapters

weig.

therein which are self-contained.

The main portion of the En-

Emil Fackenheim is one of the

counters consists of three essays

more impressive figures in contemp-

engagingly entitled: ~~Elijah and the

orary Jewish thought. As professor

Empiricists," "Abraham and the

of philosophy he is superbly

Kantians," "Moses and the Hegel-

equipped with the knowledge and

ians." In each case, Fai.kt:nht:ini

conceptual tools of Western

uttempts to show how a trend or

· Encounters Between Judaism and Modern Philosophy, (New York: Basic
Books Inc., 1973).
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an individual in modern philosophy has prejudiciously misinterpre-

ted a Biblical figure and the religious events associated with him.

of Orthodox Thought

many today who would be terribly
upset to learn that Judaism was in
conflict with Kant's views of moral-

ity or Hegel's views of history.

He then goes on to consider the
specific challenge to Judaism posed

the most crucial challenge to relig-

by the philosophy involved and

ion today comes from Empiricism

attempts to work out a philosophic-

and the philosophic schools it has

Secondly, in the judgment of many,

ally credible and Jewishly accept-

spawned. Certainly, therefore, a

able response.

prolonged and systematic encounter
between Judaism and the Empiricist
school is long overdue.

Packenheim does not hide his
annoyance at the distorted images
of Elijah, Abraham and Moses held
by Empiricists, Kant and Hegel,

respectively. While in the cases of
Kant and Hegel, the distortion undoubtedly arises out of a deep

Christian bias, Fackenheim's impa-

The claim of writers like Wisdom, Braithwaite and Flew is that
contemporary man's religious statements seem to have no empirical
reference and, therefore, given the

tience with the Empiricists seems

empiricist criterion, the meaningfulness of these statements is open

to me somewhat unjustified. I can-

to question. This is, of course, a

not see in the Empiricists' failure

serious challenge to Judaism which,
as Packenheim rightfully points out,

to confront Judaism an expression
of the "age-old prejudice." Em-'
piricists discuss religion generically

and naturally select their examples

from what is closest and best known

is "vulnerable both to empiricist reality and to empiricist philosophy."2
Packenheim chooses to structure
his presentation around the figure

gests, Judaism is, in some respects,

of Elijah which gets him into needless trouble. For Elijah is only tan-

own," it is up to us to bring it to

heim's unhappiness with the Empiri-

their attention. Empiricists would

cists' treatment of Elijah's action

surely have no good reason to think

at Mt. Carmel seems overdone.

that it does.

Of the three major encounters

Those writers like Wisdom who
fleetingly refer to Elijah do not see

to them. If, as Fackenheim sug-

atypical, and has a "logic of its

gential to the main issue. Facken.

between Judaism and modern phi-

him as a stand-in for Judaism but

losophy that Packenheim treats, the

as an example of a purely empir-

one given least space (29 pages) is

ical, almost "experimental" ap-

the one between Elijah and the Em-

piricists. This is unfortunate for

proach to religious belief which, in
fact, no longer typifies religious life.

temporary thinker, Empiricism

But, certainly we would have to
agree that Elijah's act at Mt. Car-

two reasons. First, for the con-

certainly represents "moden philosophy" much more convincingly
than does Kant or HegeL. While the

latter two figures loom large in the
history of philosophy, there aren't
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mel, howsoever construed, remains
atypical even for Judaism.

Let us, nevertheless, first consider
the problems of Elijah. Packenheim
makes a number of sweeping asser-
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tions about the Jewish understanding of the action of Elijah which

seem open to serious question.

1') "Through the more than three

milennia of the Jewish faith,
no other Jew has ever had the

staggering recklessness of putting, for the sake of the covenant, the God of the covenant
to a single, decisive, win all or
lose all test."3

The fact is that at least two

other prophets, Moses and Micaiah put God to a similar test
and it was so noted by the

Rabbis.4
2) ". . . so absolutely conclusive

was Elijah's test: yet, according
to the Midrash the people nev-

18: 36, quote the Midrash which depicts Moses, Elijah and Micaiah
as tellng God that if He doesn't

respond to the test, they wil be
compelled to deny their own au-

thenticity as spokesmen for Him.
The important question is not what
Elijah would have done but what
Elijah would have been justified in
doing. What would a failure of Eli-

jah at Mt. Carmel have logically
implied? The answer, in part, depends upon another question which

Packenheim does not raise. Was

Elijah commanded by God to perform the test or was it his own

ertheless refused to believe and

idea? Both possibilties are consid-

ways."5

whose interest in the question stems

count indicates that the people

from the fact that Elijah's act of
sacrifice outside the Temple was,

to turn from their idolatrous
Everything in" the Biblical acwere impressed. shouted "Adonai, He is Lord" and destroyed the Priests of the BaaL.

The reference in Ginzberg

which constitutes Fackenheim's
source for the "Midrash" reads,
"In spite of all the miracles.

the people persisted in their

idolatrous ways and thou.ihts."

No source is given in Ginz-

ered by Tosafot on the Talmud

at the time, contrary to the Halakhah.8 If the test on Mt. Carmel was

Elijah's own idea, then a lack of
response on the part of God would.
in principle, be no different from a
lack of response to a particular

prayer. Elijah would have to as-

berg's notes for this statement

sume either that he is unworthy or

and is evidently Ginzberg's own

perhaps that the entire contest was

"bridge" observation.6 In a gen-

unacceptable to God. If, on the

eral sense, of course. it may be
said that the miracle had no
lasting effect on the people as
a whole as is indicated by Eliiah's later career.

The immediate effect, however
upon those present Was over-

other hand, Elijah felt himself Divinely commanded to stage the contest (note his remark, "I have done
all these"things at Thy word"9) then
a failure of his predictions would

whelming and dramatic.

imply both to himself and to the

devoured the sacrifices of the

vinely commanded was an ilusion

his own? . . . It is ludicrous to

and his claim to being a prophet

3) "What if the heavenly fire had
Priests of the Baal rather than

think of Eliah - of all prophets - as joining these priests

people that his sense of being Di-

of God was false. This would follow from the criterion given by the

of Baal on the grounds that
their "hvpothesis" had been

Torah itself: "When a prophet

verified."7

speaks in the name of the Lord,

Rashi and Kimchi on I Kings

if

the thing follow not nor come to
pass, that is the thing which the
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Lord hath not spoken; pre-

thentic Jewish believer" in such cIr-

sumptuously hath the prophet

cumstances, according to Facken-

spoken it, thou shalt not be afraid

heim "would spend his last hours

of him. "10

Elijah, of course, stil need not

on earth beating swords into plowshares. "

join the Priests of Baal, for aU that

A person could perhaps retain

has been refuted to date, is Eli-

his faith in God and even a "loving

jah's credibilty as a prophet. It

God" in such circumstances but it

may stil be that God and God would no longer be the faith of Jualone exists. If Elijah received no

daism and his belief could no long-

response to his sacrifice but the

er be described as the beliefs of

Priests of Baal were vouchsafed a

Judaism. The source of Facken-

heavenly fire which devoured theirs,

heim's error is quite clear. He asks,
"Must not the Jewish eschatological expectation be separated into two
elements - a hope for. future history which is falsifiable, and a con-

he would have to apply another

DeuteronomIc criterion: "If there
arise in the midst of thee a prophet . . . and he give thee a sign or

a wonder, and the sign or the won-

nection of God with that future

der come to pass, whereof he spoke,

which is not?"15

saying: Let us go after other gods

. . . Thou shalt not hearken to the
words of that prophet . . . for the
Lord your God is putting you to
proof . . ."11
There is the larger issue of "falsi-

fication" which remains to be resolved.

Packenheim asserts that "the
Jewish eschatological expectation is'

at least in part falsifiable by future
history"12 and "precisely insofar as

The answer, as I see it, is that
contrary to Fackenheim, the two

elements cannot be separated in
this manner. Judaism in its cogni-

tive aspects must be regarded as a
totality., The Jewish faith is not
arrived at by examining and accepting the truth of individual sen-

tences such as, "God exists" and
"God loves us." Thus, if a religious

term or belief such as "God" or
"Messianic Promise" is to be ex-

it holds fast to history Jewish faith
risks falsification by history."13 He

amined it must be done within the
context of the entire world-view in

asks us to imagine a small band

which if occurs. There are three

of Jewish believers as the sole survivors of a nuclear holocaust who

are "totally certain that no human

factors which. contribute to the
unitary and systematic character
of Judaism.

beings have survived anywhere else
and that they themselves are inex-

orably doomed. "14 How much of

faith would be refuted by such a
turn of events? Packenheim asserts
that we can continue to believe that

God exists and that He loves us.

1) The content of Jewish religious
belief consists of certain propo-

sitions' which are so regarded
because they emanate from a
certain source - scripture,

prophet. parts of the Bible -

which is accepted as an "au-

All that would be falsified would

thority." Acceptance of the au-

be the Messianic promise. The "au-

all beliefs sanctioned by it.
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thoritv implies acceptance of
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2) In Judaism, scripture takes the

form of a historical narrative

in which a wholeness of vision
is retained by virtue of the fact
that the narrative concerns a

central subject about whose de-

velopment we are given a con-

nected account. The beliefs are
imbedded in a tight and coherent framework of dramatic narrative which reinforces the unit~

ary character of the religious
outlook.

3) Jewish theology has shown the
logical relationships between

different beliefs such as God,

His Unity, His relationship to

the world and concepts such as

Creation, Redemption and Revelation. The systematic lang-

uage of theological discourse is
governed by rules of entailment
of both formal and informal

logic.

In short, Judaism constitutes a

metaphysical theory, a theoret-

ical network which is usually
accepted or rejected as a totality.

of empirical import (and therefore
intellgibility even according to the
Empiricists) upon the theory as a
whole. Thus, it is not necessary
that each individual sentence in

Judaism be linked to the world. It
is suffcient that they are logically

connected to the complex of narrative in the Torah which as a to-

tality is linked to the world via the
"strings" with empirical import.

The Torah is our source and authority for the Messianic promise

as it is for the concept of the indestructability of the Jewish people
and for our beliefs concerning God.
If the first two are falsified, as they
are in Fackenheim's hypothetical

case, then the entire authority is
undermined with a resulting loss of
faith in all of its assertions. Thus

when Moses risks his own authen-

ticity as a prophet of God on the
outcome of his "experiment" with
Korach, more is at stake than in

As I have written elsewhere, "Judaism is an hypothesis which introduces an abstract entity, 'God'
which is connected by definitions

the case of Elijah. For, if God did

and by narratives in the Torah to

To be sure, one can stil believe in

the other propositions contained in

the set of sentences which comprise
the creed of Judaism. Among these

propositions are: 1) historical assertions, e.g., 'The Hebrews were
slaves in Egypt.' 2) expectations
about the future, e.g., ~The Jewish

not speak through the words of

Moshe then little is left to Judaism.
God, but it is no longer Judaism.

We must therefore conclude that
Judaism's embrace of history and
empirical reality is stronger than

Fackenheim is wiling to admit and
her vulnerabilty is therefore much
greater. Judaism is falsifiable not

people wil never be destroyed,' or
'The righteous dead wil be resurrected,' 3) explanatory assertions,

past history as well. If the Jewish

e.g., 'Why does the world exist?' "16
These three types of propositions

people never were in Egypt or never
stood at Sinai, Judaism in its present

serve as the "strings" which link

only in part but in whole and not

only by "future" history but by

form is unthinkable. .

the entire hypothesis to the world

Judaism's answer to the Empiri-

and to experience. The important
point is that these empirically an-

cists is precisely that unlike other
religions, belief in Judaism com-

chored assertions confer a degree

mits one to all sorts of assertions
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wil not happen in the historic fu-

which goes: "Dear God, (if there
is a God) please save my soul (if
I have a soul.)"
Sense (2) is problematic for re-

ture. And if the price of empirical

ligious belief. While it is true that

about the past, about the nature

of man and the world and warrants
expectations of what wil and what

import is total falsifiabilty, so be
it.

Packenheim is quite adamant in

Judaism would reject a conditional

approach as normative, ("Do not

rejecting the term "hypothesis" as

be as the servant who serves the
master on condition of receiving

an apropriate characterization of

reward") it would have to acknowl-

Judaism. It seems to me that thi"
ought to be qualified. The word,
"hypothesis" as used in science includes the following meanings:

edge that (1) as a matter of fact,
many people, justifiably or not,
abandon religious beliefs when certain empirical expectations are disappointed and (2) there are con.

. ceivable conditions, as we have
in question function in an exnoted, that would justifiably falsify
planatory role.
Judaism. Thus, while no one ought
... that the explanation is held
conditional upon the outcome to embrace Judaism, "hypotheticof certain experiments.
ally," it is true that Jewish religious
'" that the explanation is being offered in a tentative, pro- beliefs are held conditional upon
certain states of affairs. Within the
visional way.

i) . . . that the set of statements

2)

3)

It can be maintained that Ju-

daism is a hypothesis in sense (1).

For in many respects, the beliefs
of Judaism are viewed as explana-

tions of many aspects of human ex-

perience. To be sure, "God" is no
longer needed as a hypothesis in
the primitive sense of constituting
the "cause" of thunder and lightning. However, as Fackenheim him-

self says elsewhere, "Faith may be
defined as the sole positive answer

system of religion, persistence in
belief and in the commitment are

considered virtues. There cannot be,
therefore, a provision for its aban-

donment within the system. While
there are empirical conditions

which count against Jewish beliefs,
the mechanism of decisive or final
falsification is necessarily different
for religion than it is for science.

The final issue discussed by

Fackenheim in this chapter is the
well-known empiricist criticism of

to questions of ultimate import-

"religious experience" which I

ance. "17 In the broader sense, there-

found somewhat disappointing.
What Packenheim in essence does

fore, religious beliefs are explana-

tiflns.

is to present and defend Buber's

Fackenheim is, of course, correct

doctrine of a Divine-human en-

in regard to (3). For the nature of

counter as the Jewish view. He in-

religious faith is such that the commitment once made is not made
provisionally or tentatively but

wholeheartedly. There is certainly
something odd about the prayer
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terprets this somehow as stating
that prophetic experience is not

self-authenticating. His final position is that ultimately empiricism
and the doctrine of encounter are
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two diverse and mutually exclusive

ways of life with the "clash between

tQ do the "unthinkable."19

The view that is most supportive

them being a stalemate." The ticket

of the Biblical material and com-

of admission to the "circle" of the

patible with traditional Jewish the-

doctrine-of -encounter group is a

ology is that the prophetic experi-

"believing openness to a Divine.

ence is self-authenticating, i.e., that

Presence" which automatically

he who truly experiences a Divine

closes out the empiricist. In his discussion Fackenheim does not dis-

encounter is indubitably and justifiably convinced of its authenticity.

tinguish between the prophetic ex-

Further reflection and analysis of

perience of the Biblical variety and

its characteristics reveal to the

the immediate sense of a Divine

prophet, the special qualities of the

Presence sometimes reported by
contemporaries ("ordinary" relig-

experience. Fackenheim calls such

ious experiences).

which appear dubious to this reviewer.2o What does such a view

If Fackenheim's intention in

quoting Buber was indeed to "spell
out the categories in which Biblical
18 he
faith understands itself,"

a doctrine, "untenable" for reasons

of "self-authenticating" prophetic

experience imply and what does it
not?

might have come closer to the mark
if he had leaned more heavily on
our earlier Jewish thinkers.

How does a prophet experience
his Divine encounter? According to
Maimonides, (whose views Packen-

heim refers to in Chap. 2) what
appears to a prophet in a prophetic

experience "is certain and without
douht.""In support of this, Maimon-

ides points to the trial of Abraham,
correctly observing that if there

was any doubt in Abraham's mind

concerning the authenticity of the
command, he surely would not have
proceeded to perform a deed "so
repugnant to nature." Crescas and

otters make it clear on logical

1) It does not imply that the
prophet is compelled to obey.

While he recognizes the voice
of God. the prophet retains his

freedom and strength to say
no! (In some instances God

may not take "no" for an ans-

wer as in the case of Jonah!)

2) It implies that the "false proph-

et" is one who is not having a
Divine encounter and is either
(A) insincere and a charlatan
or (B) sincere and mistaken,
confusing his subconscious for

the voice of God. The true
prophet detects the false proph-

et when following his own self-

authenticating experience he realizes that his "colleague" is

delivering a message that is

grounds that unless the prophets

contrarv to his own. Admittedly. for the outsider, the question

were certain in their own minds

the false prophet is an excruci-

(objectively as well as subjectively)

of the authenticity or the Divine

of who is the true and who is

ating one and not always ans-

werable by contemporaries.

Criteria by which outsiders may

natur~ of their call, we could not
comprehend the things they are

attempt to determine the true

described as doing: challenging

prophetic record of the indi-

"false" prophets, readiness to go

vidual involved, compatibilitv
of the prophetic messa iie with

against their own people, readiness

prophet would include: The
accepted traditions of the past
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and "verification" by future

I believe, therefore, that a re-

As A. J.. Heschel has shown,

sponse to the Empiricists must be
worked out along lines of providing

from the phenomenological descrip-

some sort of criterion by which to

tion of the prophet's experience,

distinguish a Divine encounter from

events.

there is no question that they were
self-consciously aware of and alert
to the possibilty that their ."mess-

age" might be a creation "of their
own hearts" and not Divine. Yet,
again and again, they dared all and
risked all to proclaim the word

which consumed like a fire within
their bones.21

others. A recent proposal suggests

that perhaps we can discriminate
between our own activity of reach-

ing out for God which is an active
quality and a new sense of passivity, of being acted upon, of being
drawn out by some "other" power
just beyond our own profoundest

self.23 Beyond that, all we can say

I do not agree with Fackenheim

to the Empiricist is: "When it hap-

that the matter must be left by re-

pens to you you'll see what we

treating into the "circle of believ-

mean. "

ers." As Crescas sets forth, the

In the second chapter on Kant,

prophetic experience is self-authenticating because of the unusual na-

Fackenheim presents the encounter

tUre of the experience. "The differ-

lenge of Kant's theory of a self-

ence between the prophetic state
and the dream state is as vast and

imposed morality to all revealed
moralities including Judaism and

as involving 1) the general chal-

radical as the difference between

2) the particular challenge of

the dream-state and the clarity and

Kant's moral theory to the story

coherence of real perception." Bu-

of Abraham.

ber's description of the experience

The author presents Kant's

of a "miracle" also supports the

theory of morality as insisting that

view that the special quality of the

a moral law to be "pure" must be

event remains convincing to the

autonomous or self-imposed. If

one who experiences it "as an abid-

Jewish morality which is command-

ing astonishment" which in spite
of it being explainable by the ob-

jective nexus of nature and history

ed by God is performed out of
obedience to God, it is clearly het-

and explodes the fixity of the fields

eronomous and therefore impure.
The challenge is clear and grave.
The critical reader might wonder
what commends Kant's theory that
we must accept it so uncritically?
Indeed, many have argued that the

of experience . . . in the astonish-

notion of a self-imposed law or

ing experience the current system

"self-legislating wil" is fundament-

cannot be "explained away." But
why not? Because, says Buber, "The

event destroys the security of the
whole nexus of knowledge for him

of cause and effect becomes, as it

were, transparent and permits a

glimpse of the sphere in which a

ally unintellgible.24 Yet Facken.
heim treats it as if it were almost

sole power, not restrained by any

self-evident, "Once clearly identified, the Kantian thesis seems very

other, is at work."22

nearly irresistible."25
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Packenheim's general philosoph.

ical style which intensifies with

spond at this late date to Kant's
challenge with a wholesale assault

each chapter, leans heavily on pre-

on his morality. Such an assault, to

senting the reader with sharply

be sure, would

drawn dilemmas whose terms the
reader cooperatively accepts only to

learn several pages later that the

not lack a degree of

plausibilty . . . to advance such
criticism on purely philosophical

terms of the original dilemma. The

grounds would be one thing to use
( or abuse) these criticisms for
apologetic purposes would be an-

re.ader feels somewhat manipulated

other."28

solution consists of shifting the

oJ the author who conceals and re-

I find these remarks thoroughly

veals the pieces of the philosophic-

confusing. Fackenheim himself

al puzzle seemingly at his caprice.

teaches us that "self exposure to

In the end, it tUrns out that Ju-

be fully critical must be mutual."29

daism must reject the terms of the
Kantian dilemma because, as we

As the conductor of this "encounter," we have a right to expect from

suspected all along, Judaism is "out-

him a thoroughly critical examina-

side the realm of both autonomous

tion of Kant's moral theory (as

and heteronomous morality."26 As

Packenheim puts it, morality is a

he gave us of the Empiricists) before the encounter be joined. Criti-

three term relationship involving

cism is either valid or it is not.

the agent, his human neighbor and

Surely Fackenheim is not suggest.

God~ Somehow, man can freely

ing that even philosophy must be

appropriate the moral law and stil

done out of "pure" motives!

find relevant the commanding Pres-

As Packenheim indicates the essence of Jewish morality lies in its

ence of God. The reader wonders

why this could not have been pre-

insistence that somehow God is

straightforward manner. General
philosophical literature abounds

justice and righteousness and there.
fore is the source and reason of its
intrinsic value. I would go so far as

with acute and devastating criticism

to say that once man achieves a

of Kant's moral theory as a whole.

holy wil (where his entire inclination is only towards the good) he

sented in a less agonizing and more

While many have noted the affnities between Kantian moral theory

and Judaism there are as many as-

experiences God's presence in these
acts as value and no longer as com-

pects that clearly and obviously are
contrary to basic Jewish insights.27

manding.

These should have warranted a
more critical approach. Indeed, at

enheim considers the challenge

In regard to the Akedah, Fack-

posed by both Kant and Kierke-

a rather late point in his analysis,

gaard. Neither of them see the

Packenheim is suddenly assailed by

event in Jewish perspective. For

the thought that perhaps Kant's

Kant, a call demanding the murder

premises ought not be accepted so

of one's son must be rejected as im-

easily. He replies, ". . . for Jewish

moraL. For Kierkegaard, the event

thought it would be a sign of apolo-

getically inspired weakness to re-

signifies that ethical values are
.merely contingent. As Packenheim
121
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neatly puts it, "Whereas Kant bids
Jewish thought to reject even tne
original Akedah, Kierkegaard demands of Jewish thought the eternal perpetuation of its possibility."3o
In this section as well, Facken-

heim retains his briliant dialectical
style of backing and fillng, presenting us with seemingly insurmount-

able dilemmas which he "dissolves"

a few pages later by simply rejecting
the original terms. I must confess

that after several readings I am at a
loss to state with any real clarity
and precision how Fackenh~im

finally does overcomc thc Kantian
challenge. Who ultmately spe.aks
for Packenheim - "the responsible

, .

Jewish thinker," the Midrashic Abraham the Maimonidean Abraham,
the Biblical Abraham, "Pre-Kantian
Jewish thought," "the believin?
Jew?" Here are some of the POSi-

tive suggestions put forth by F~ckenheim which somehow enter into
the Jew ish response.

1) The A kedah is intellgible as a

pre-Sinaitic event only. A new

Akedah is impossible.

2) Abraham's response with readi-

of Orthodox Thought
the question of martyrdom. In
this sense, the A kedah is reenacted in every generation.

Parents who bring Jewish chil-

dren . into the world knowing
that they may be singled out

for destruction are in effect
Abrahams walking their Isaacs

to Moriah in response to the

Divine summons..

I wish to take issue with two

assertions made by Fackenheim in
this chapter, one of a particular
and the other of a general nature.

Fackenheim attributes . to the
Midrash, contrary to Maimonides,

that Abraham was not "objective-

ly" certain of the Divine nature of
the summons, for "otherwise it
could not let Abraham be effectively tempted by Satan."31 Such an

inference is unwarranted. Men have
the freedom to reject the summons
even when it is received as the com.
mand of God. Hence Abraham
could stil be tempted by Satan.

In relation to the autonomy heteronomy issue, Packenheim lays
down a sweeping theological prin-

ciple in Judaism: "There is no age
in the history of Judaism . . . to
manifest only a Divine commanding Presence but not an act of hu-

ness to kil his son, out of love

man appropriation nor one . . . to

ligious c~tegory of sacrifice not
murder.

manifest only a free human appropriation but not a commanding God
who can be present in all His other-

for God comes under the re-

3) The A kedalz demonstrates that

all values including the intrinsic
value of humanity are received

ness. "32

from God as a gift but once

As a counter example to the lat-

4) If Abraham in his faith para-

ter proposition I should like to
offer the image of the "perfect

given are given forever.

doxically believes that he must

sacrifice Isaac and yet believes
in the Divine promise that Isaac

wil live. then Abraham in his

faith is not a murderer. (Kierkegaard)

5) Since the Midrashic Isaac is a

grown man and a consentinO'
participant, we are dealing with
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Tzadik" who is described by Maimonides as one who in relation to
the ethical obligations has no inclination whatsoever to do otherwise than what is right. 33 He points

out that in this respect ethical com-

mands differ from the ritual com-
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mands where the religious value lies

who summons him to lead in the

just in overcoming inclination and

work of liberation from bondage.

obeying the command. Here there

To Isaiah, God's initial manifestation bears the imprint of a cleansing
Presence who comes to purify the

appears to be a condition in which

human appropriation reduces the
commanding element to zero or at
least renders it irrelevant. But this
need not mean that morality has
been reduced to a two-term rela-

prophet and the people of "unclean

tion. God may stil be immediately

Presence that calls into question

experienced in the act as axiological Presence and not as command-

all familiar content and all stand-

ing Presence.

Fackenheim goes on to make a

rather sweeping assertion. "In the

lips." It wil not do to impose on
the Biblical and Rabbinic material
a general principle of a "pristine
ards" merely to render the Akedah
intellgible. Even prior to the A ke-

dah, Abraham challenges God's
plan to destroy the peoples of the

pristine moment (God's very first

Plain by applying a moral stand-

call or disclosure to prophet or

ard: "Wil the judge of aU the

people) the Divine Presence calls

earth not do justice?" IndeedJ why

into question all familar content

Abraham did not similarly appeal

and all standards so that there is no
free human appropriation." Fackenheim maintains that in these

"pristine moments" there is no specified Divine content or command-

when confronted by the Akedah is

perhaps the key to the entire event.
There comes to mind the well-

known comment of Rashi that all
commands and all statements of

ments and no mistaking this internal God, whether indicated or not, were
voice for one already familar. . . "34 . preceded by a "call of love. "35 God

But if this is so, one wonders how
a man at such a time can be said

can never be "wholly other" if He
comes in love. He in whom I recog-

to make a response at an if the nize my Father and my Redeemer
Divine appears as wholly other?

This entire concept of a "pristine moment which calls into quesand all
tion all familar content

standards" seems to me incredible.

cannot be "wholly other." Where
man experiences love, there is. al-

ready relationship, kinship, and
familiarity.

While it is true that Abraham was

Although the component "chapters" of the book appeared over the

not told his destination, he is quite

years

clearly given a general idea of the
purpose for which he is being called
which does appeal to familar stand-

ards, i.e. " and in thee wil an the

in other forms and in other

publications, Packenheim claims
that they are "animated by a sys-

tematic impulse . . . to join together two disciplines, philosophy and

ses (the Midrash states that Moses

Jewish thought -- which . . . I had
found myself forced to hold apart
for nearly three decades." This dis-

recognized the voice of his father

closure explains poth the strength

Amram in the voice that called to
him) is as the God of the Fathers

and the weakness of the work. The
uneveness of the material reflects

families of the earth be blessed."

God's "pristine" appearance to Mo-
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of Orthodox Thoughi-
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the fact that we have before us part
of the spiritual odyssey of a trained
philosophic mind gradually making

genuine Jewish Theology breaks

his way into Judaism. While the

faith confronts the challenges of

impulse to join the two disciplines

critical intellgence.

through wherein a thinking Jew

standing within the circle of Jewish

is uniform throughout, the joining

In short, the book is precisely

process is not. At times the writing
takes the form of a professor mak-

what the title and subtitle proclaim

ing a comparative analysis of Ju-

daism and modern philosophy by

daism and certain aspects of mod-

Professor Emil Fackenheim which
for the Jew Emil Fackenheim have

ern philosophy, at other moments
it is a corrective of some prejudicial

views of Judaism held by Kant or

it to be: encounters between Ju-

been transmuted into "a preface
to future Jewish Thought."

Hegel while from time to time,
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